RESULT FROM 2016 NSCA COMPANION EVENTS TRIALS
9/23/16 (Erie, PA)

24 Shibas Entered - 5 Titles & 35 Legs Earned

OBEEDIENCE (11 Entries) - Judge: Evelyn VanUden

Novice A - 1 Entry; 1 Qualified
- 1st 172 Sumo Chewbaca BN RAE MX MXJ NAP MJP OF NFP T2BP CGC (Amy Ripepi, Garry Grasinski)

Novice B - 1 Entry; 0 Qualified
Open A - 4 Entries; 0 Qualified
Preferred Novice A - 1 Entry; 1 Qualified
- 1st 182 Kiko MACH Kiko Princess Sheeba BN RE MXG MJG XF T2B (Amy Ripepi & Garry Grasinski)

Beginners Novice B - 4 Entries; 1 Qualified
- 1st 187 Perseus Nozomi's Ready Player One AXJ NJP NF (Mark & Eunice Giles)

HIGHEST SCORING SHIBA IN REGULAR CLASSES =
Sumo Chewbaca BN RAE MX MXJ NAP MJP OF NFP T2BP CGC (Amy Ripepi & Garry Grasinski)

RALLY - (19 Entries) - Judge: Evelyn VanUden

Novice A - 1 Entry; 0 Qualified
Novice B - 4 Entries; 4 Qualified
- 1st 96 Saga Nozomi Kihaku Tsuki No Usagi CGCA (Molly Sumner)
- 2nd 96 Moji Hi-Jinx Poetry In Motion CGC (Amy Ripepi & Garry Grasinski)
- 3rd 94 Perseus Nozomi's Ready Player One AXJ NJP NF (Mark & Eunice Giles)
- 4th 87 Cordelia Nozomi's Heart of Gold (Mark & Eunice Giles)

Advanced B - 8 Entries; 8 Qualified
- 1st 100 Kado MACH9 Kado VI CD RN MXB3 MJB3 MXF TQX T2B (Julie Jones)
- 2nd 98 James Cape Cod's 007 At Nozomi CD BN RE MX MXB MXJ MJG XF CA (Mark & Eunice Giles)
- 3rd 94 Bandit Bartos BN RN RATS CGC (Stephanie Simon & Brain Bartos)
- 4th 94 Kiko MACH Kiko Princess Sheeba BN RE MXG MJG XF T2B (Amy Ripepi & Garry Grasinski)
- 77 Takibi Nozomi's Taki BN RN TD AX AXJ NJP OF CGC (Leland Perry / Mark & Eunice Giles)

Excellent B - 6 Entries; 6 Qualified
- 1st 95 Sumo Chewbaca BN RAE MX MXJ NAP MJP OF NFP T2BP CGC (Amy Ripepi, Garry Grasinski)
- 2nd 90 James Cape Cod's 007 At Nozomi CD BN RE MX MXB MXJ MJG XF CA (Mark & Eunice Giles)
- 3rd 89 Kiko MACH Kiko Princess Sheeba BN RE MXG MJG XF T2B (Amy Ripepi & Garry Grasinski)
- 4th 88 Huck Dragon House Huckleberry Finn CD BN RAE NAP NJP (Malley & Thomas Heinlein)
- 80 Mashi Innisfree Marshigura Of Kihaku CD BN GN RA (Molly Sumner)
- 80 Tiger Lily Dragon House Tiger Lily CD BN RE CGC (Thomas & Malley Heinlein)

HIGH IN TRIAL = MACH9 Kado VI CD RN MXB3 MJB3 MXF TQX T2B (Julie Jones)
HIGH COMBINED = Cape Cod's 007 At Nozomi CD BN RE MX MXB MXJ MJG XF CA (Mark W & Eunice R C Giles)

AGILITY (STANDARD) - 16 Entries - Judge: Pamela Johnson

Novice B - 3 Entries; 0 Qualified
Novice P - 2 Entries; 1 Qualified
- 1st (12") 100 Bandit Bartos BN RN RATS CGC (Stephanie Simon & Brain Bartos)
Open P - 1 Entry; 0 Qualified
Excellent P - 1 Entry; 0 Qualified
Master - 9 Entries; 2 Qualified
- 1st (12") 100 Westley MACH3 Nozomi's Dread Pirate Roberts RE MXG MJB2 MXF T2B (Mark & Eunice Giles)
- 1st (16") 100 Kado MACH9 Kado VI CD RN MXB3 MJB3 MXF TQX T2B (Julie Jones)

Master P - 2 Entries; 0 Qualified
AGILITY (JUMPERS WITH WEAVES) - 18 Entries - Judge: Pamela Johnson

Novice P - 4 Entries; 2 Qualified, 1 Absent
1st (12") 100 Bandit Bandit Bartos BN RN RATS CGC (Stephanie Simon & Brain Bartos)
2nd (12) 88 Cordelia Nozomi's Heart of Gold (Mark & Eunice Giles)

Open - 2 Entries; 0 Qualified

Open P - 1 Entry; 0 Qualified

Master - 10 Entries; 3 Qualified
1st (16") 100 James Cape Cod's 007 At Nozomi CD BN RE MX MXB MXJ MJG XF CA (Mark & Eunice Giles)
2nd (16") 100 Shelby Shelby Rizzi MX MXJ (Joni Edwards)
3rd (16") 100 Kiko MACH Kiko Princess Sheeba BN RE MXG MJG XF T2B (Amy Ripepi & Garry Grasinski)

AGILITY (FAST) - 18 Entries - Judge: Pamela Johnson

Novice B - 1 Entry; 1 Qualified
1st (16") 65 Shelby Shelby Rizzi MX MXJ (Joni Edwards)

Novice P - 5 Entries; 1 Qualified
1st (8") 67 Zoe Nozomi's Firefly RN NAJ OAP AJP NF NFP (Norah Giles & Mark & Eunice Giles)

Open - 2 Entry, 1 Qualified
1st (16") 57 Perseus Nozomi's Ready Player One AXJ NJP NF (Mark & Eunice Giles)

Excellent - 2 Entries; 1 Qualified
1st (12") 74 Diamond Nozomi's Double Black Diamond RN MX MXJ MJB OF CA (Mark & Eunice Giles)

Excellent P - 2 Entries; 0 Qualified, 1 Absent

Master - 6 Entries; 2 Qualified
1st (12") 77 Westley MACH3 Nozomi's Dread Pirate Roberts RE MXG MJB2 MXF T2B (Mark & Eunice Giles)
1st (16") 69 Kado MACH9 Kado VI CD RN MXB3 MXF TQX T2B (Julie Jones)

New Titles Earned - 9/23-25/16

CD Sumo Sumo Chewbaca BN RAE MX MXJ NAP MJP OF NFP T2BP CGC (Amy Ripepi, Garry Grasinski)
RN Perseus Nozomi's Ready Player One AXJ NJP NF (Mark & Eunice Giles)
RN Moji Hi-Jinx Poetry In Motion CGC (Amy Ripepi & Garry Grasinski)
RA Bandit Bandit Bartos BN RN RATS CGC (Stephanie Simon & Brain Bartos)
RA Takibi Nozomi's Takibi BN RN TD AX AXJ NAP NJP OF CGC (Leland Perry / Mark & Eunice Giles)
OJP Huck Dragon House Huckleberry Finn CD BN RAE NAP NJP (Malley & Thomas Heinlein)
MACH James Cape Cod's 007 At Nozomi CD BN RE MX MXB MXJ MJG XF CA (Mark & Eunice Giles)

Oldest Shiba Participating
DOB = 08/11/01 MACH3 Sheena BN RN MXB2 MJB2 OF OFP CGC (Karen & Daniel Groth)

Oldest Shiba to Qualify

Obedience Sumo 01/17/06 Sumo Chewbaca BN RAE MX MXJ NAP MJP OF NFP T2BP CGC (Amy Ripepi, Garry Grasinski)
Rally Sumo 01/17/06 Sumo Chewbaca BN RAE MX MXJ NAP MJP OF NFP T2BP CGC (Amy Ripepi, Garry Grasinski)
Agility Std Westley 10/08/04 MACH3 Nozomi's Dread Pirate Roberts RE MXG MJB2 MXF T2B (Mark & Eunice Giles)
Agility JWW James 11/14/06 Cape Cod's 007 At Nozomi CD BN RE MX MXB MXJ MJG XF CA (Mark & Eunice Giles)
Agility FAST Westley 10/08/04 MACH3 Nozomi's Dread Pirate Roberts RE MXG MJB2 MXF T2B (Mark & Eunice Giles)
Youngest Shiba Participating

DOB = 04/12/15 Hi-Jinx Poetry In Motion CGC (Amy Ripepi & Garry Grasinski)

Youngest Shibas to Qualify

DOB

Obedience Perseus 04/03/13 Nozomi's Ready Player One AXJ NJP NF (Mark & Eunice Giles)
Rally Moji 04/12/15 Hi-Jinx Poetry In Motion CGC (Amy Ripepi & Garry Grasinski)
Agility Std Bandit 09/02/08 Bandit Bartos BN RN RATS CGC (Stephanie Simon & Brain Bartos)
Agility JWW Cordelia 02/14/15 Nozomi's Heart of Gold (Mark & Eunice Giles)
Agility FAST Perseus 04/03/13 Nozomi's Ready Player One AXJ NJP NF (Mark & Eunice Giles)

33 Additional Agility Legs earned Saturday & Sunday; Judge: Pamela Johnson

Saturday

Std Master (16") 4th Shelby
Master (16") - Yuengling CH Nozomi's Yuengling Koodori RN MX MXJ (Karen Groth & Daniel Groth)
Std Exc P (8") 1st Zoe Nozomi's Firefly RN NAJ OAP AJP NF NFP (Norah Giles & Mark & Eunice Giles)
JWW Master (12") 2nd Diamond Nozomi's Double Black Diamond RN MX MXJ MJB OF CA (Mark & Eunice Giles)
Master (16") - James Cape Cod's 007 At Nozomi CD BN RE MX MXB MXJ MJG XF CA (Mark & Eunice Giles)
Master (16") - Shelby Shelby Rizzi MX MXJ (Joni Edwards)
Master (16") - Kado MACH9 Kado Vi CD RN MXB3 MJB3 MXF TQX T2B (Julie Jones)
Master (16") - Kiko MACH Kiko Princess Sheeba BN RE MXG MJG XF T2B (Amy Ripepi & Garry Grasinski)
Open P (8") 1st Huck Dragon House Huckleberry Finn CD BN RAE NAP NJP (Malley & Thomas Heinlein)
Nov P (12") 1st Cordelia Nozomi's Heart of Gold (Mark & Eunice Giles)
T2B Reg (12") - Diamond Nozomi's Double Black Diamond RN MX MXJ MJB OF CA (Mark & Eunice Giles)
Reg (12") - Shelby Shelby Rizzi MX MXJ (Joni Edwards)
Reg (16") - Kiko MACH Kiko Princess Sheeba BN RE MXG MJG XF T2B (Amy Ripepi & Garry Grasinski)
Pref (8") 1st Zoe Nozomi's Firefly RN NAJ OAP AJP NF NFP (Norah Giles & Mark & Eunice Giles)

Sunday

Std Master (12") 3rd Westley MACH3 Nozomi's Dread Pirate Roberts RE MXG MJB2 MXF T2B (Mark & Eunice Giles)
Master (12") - Diamond Nozomi's Double Black Diamond RN MX MXJ MJB OF CA (Mark & Eunice Giles)
Master (16") 3rd James Cape Cod's 007 At Nozomi CD BN RE MX MXB MXJ MJG XF CA (Mark & Eunice Giles)
Master (16") - Yuengling CH Nozomi's Yuengling Koodori RN MX MXJ (Karen Groth & Daniel Groth)
Master (16") - Shelby Shelby Rizzi MX MXJ (Joni Edwards)
Master (16") - Kiko MACH Kiko Princess Sheeba BN RE MXG MJG XF T2B (Amy Ripepi & Garry Grasinski)
JWW Master (12") 2nd Westley MACH3 Nozomi's Dread Pirate Roberts RE MXG MJB2 MXF T2B (Mark & Eunice Giles)
Master (12") - Diamond Nozomi's Double Black Diamond RN MX MXJ MJB OF CA (Mark & Eunice Giles)
Master (12") - Twister Tasukaru Twist Of Fate RN AX MXJ XF RATO (Norma Hornung)
Master (16") - Shelby Shelby Rizzi MX MXJ (Joni Edwards)
Master (16") - James Cape Cod's 007 At Nozomi CD BN RE MX MXB MXJ MJG XF CA (Mark & Eunice Giles)
Master (16") - Kado MACH9 Kado Vi CD RN MXB3 MJB3 MXF TQX T2B (Julie Jones)
Master (16") - Yuengling CH Nozomi's Yuengling Koodori RN MX MXJ (Karen Groth & Daniel Groth)
Master P (8") 1st Zoe Nozomi's Firefly RN NAJ OAP AJP NF NFP (Norah Giles & Mark & Eunice Giles)
T2B Reg (16") 1st James Cape Cod's 007 At Nozomi CD BN RE MX MXB MXJ MJG XF CA (Mark & Eunice Giles)
Reg (16") - Kado MACH9 Kado Vi CD RN MXB3 MJB3 MXF TQX T2B (Julie Jones)
Reg (16") - Shelby Shelby Rizzi MX MXJ (Joni Edwards)
Reg (16") - Kiko MACH Kiko Princess Sheeba BN RE MXG MJG XF T2B (Amy Ripepi & Garry Grasinski)